
 
PLANNING  
ART GUIDELINES

Art Guidelines

For all images 
photos, infographics, PDFs, video COPYRIGHT
If you are the author of an image we’re requesting the use of, please confirm that you grant your permission in an 
email to jcairney@planning.org with the subject line: Publication Date and author.
If you are not the author of the image, please forward this form to whomever is, asking that person to confirm 
permission in an email, and send that email to PlanningArtPermissions@planning.org with the subject line: author 
and publication date.
Here is our standard permissions language:

I grant to the American Planning Association and its affiliates, successors and assigns (collectively, “APA”), the 
nonexclusive and nonrevocable permission and right to use and include the requested image( s) in Planning 
magazine and related publications of APA, both in print and online, and in all such respective subsequent 
publications, editions, revisions, versions, derivative works, translations, ancillaries, adaptations, archives, 
supplementary materials (including but not limited to PDFs and other forms and file types provided to 
article authors and others), and custom editions, in all languages, in all forms, formats, media and methods of 
distribution and display now known or hereafter developed, for worldwide use and distribution in perpetuity.

Compiling your images
Naming Conventions and Captions

Main folder: Month to be published/Plan Mag Art/AUTHOR last name /TOPIC
eg: July2016/Plan Mag Art/THOMAS/BIOMIMICRY
Inside folder should include the images files, a Word doc with captions/credits, permissions
The Word doc serves as a cross-reference to the images provided.

Photos
Edit to 6-8 images max. per story, or 1-2 per topic within the story.
Size: JPEG, TIFF, or EPS. 300 dpi — approx. 5 by 7 inches, 40 MB. This provides us with opportunity for display.
Screen grabs must be min. 600dpi.

Graphics charts, maps, diagrams, plans, video, PDFs
Must cite source material: URL, name of report/study, and exact page number on which the graphic exists.

Sending
There are many file sharing tools available.
Hightail, Box, and Dropbox were the three most used this past year by writers.
If there is an expiration date for the invite, please extend it for 6 months.
A good resource: http://www.ebizmba.com/articles/file-sharing-websites

Email 
I do get a tremendous amount of email and your images can easily get buried or killed out. 
If you email: The SUBJECT LINE must contain
Month to be published/Plan Mag Art/AUTHOR Last name /TOPIC
eg: July2016/Plan Mag Art/THOMAS/BIOMIMICRY

If you have any questions, do call me. We look forward to working with you.

Joan
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